SYMBOLS
Astronomically speaking, the twelve constellations (Aries through
Pisces) are located along the ecliptic (the path of the sun through the heavens).
It is perceived that this path’s shapes are formed like the animal/symbol
representative of each of the twelve constellation’s zodiac signs. That is the
association of the symbols associated with the zodiac sign that you typically seein many astrology books.
Astrologically speaking, the animals that each constellation [are
perceived to be the shape of], have been used to compare the likeness of that
perceived animal’s instincts like that of the personality characteristic of the
constellation to which it belongs (and is too, an eerie close comparison to the
nature of the animal or symbol by which it is represented).
ARIES the RAM-The noble looking ram who samples all things around him.
He is brave because he knows not of danger ahead of him-he has to experience
it for himself, yet and still, he will come back around to test the watersregardless the outcome of the first test.
TAURUS the BULL-The tough bull, constantly charging and dashing at its
opponent-displaying a fiery temper that is slow to boil. The bull fights to the end.
He does not stop his charging and dashing and will not calm down unless he
subdues his opponent or the opponent subdues him. Either way, somebody has
got to win and somebody has got to lose when in to it with the Bull…
GEMINI the TWINS-is symbolic of the dual-natured energy associated with
the constellation Gemini, representative of the number two. Gemini is associated
with having a “Jekyll and Hyde” nature because only they can say one thing but
mean another and mean one thing but do another-like no one else can.
CANCER the CRAB-The crab is a sea scavenger who mothers the bottom of
the ocean by keeping the waters clean. Its hard outer shell and sharp claws are
its protection for their soft interior against any harm. Their tentacles are their
antennas for the world around them. It is by way of their tentacles that they
process their surroundings-as they (above all constellations) are most sensitive
and in-tune to what’s done and undone-said and unsaid.
LEO the LION-The courageous female king of the jungle who does all the
hunting while the males just lure the prey to the females but insist on eating firstno matter what.
VIRGO the VIRGIN- is symbolic of virgin qualities because of the “purity”
associated with Virgo’s astrological analytical and examining characteristics, as
it pertains to fact that Virgo is that “born again” phase of life and evolvement
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